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HINKLE TRIES AND FAILS IN BID TO TERMINATE

SANTA CLARA LIBERTARIAN NEWSLETTER!
Despite Lobbying To End SCL’s Publication, Hinkle’s Motion Gets Only One Vote -- His;
Motion Is Illegal Under LPSCC By-laws, But Surprisingly It  Is Not Rejected By Chair

Reported by Marv Rudin, SCL Editor

What most media regard as “news” are events which are either highly important in their

effect or potential effect on people or highly surprising.  The biggest local Libertarian Party

news in July was something highly surprising.

During the LPSCC's July Excom meeting at

Denny’s in San Jose, Mark Hinkle made a motion

to cease publication of the Santa Clara Libertarian

newsletter!   The motion was debated and was

defeated in the subsequent vote with only Hinkle

voting in favor of his motion.

The following two statements, which were considered worthy of

recording by the substitute secretary, Mike Laursen ( Secretary

Dehn didn't attend), were made during discussion:

1.  Jon Hugdahl reported that  $3529.51 was spent  on newsletter publishing and

distribution for the two years from April 2001 to April 2003, inclusive (averaging $392

per quarterly printed issue).

2.  Hinkle said, referring to a very recent resolution on the subject of inactive regions

by the LPC Excom, "The LPC-EC does not require our region to publish a newsletter. It

is a common misunderstanding. However, if the LPC-EC finds that the Santa Clara

region is inactive, we would be required to have a quarterly newsletter to regain active status."

 [Editor's note:  I wasn't present and SCL reporter Laursen did not say,  so it is not clear why Hinkle said this

during the debate unless one of the members argued that regions are required by the LPC to publish a

newsletter.  Otherwise it's difficult to see why the LPC's requirement or lack of one for a regional newsletter

has any bearing on the issue of discontinuing the LPSCC's newsletter since the LPSCC has its own bylaws

requiring a newsletter, which are not in conflict with any LPC requirement.  Moreover since an inactive

region must publish a newsletter at least quarterly to be declared active, the lack of that requirement on an

active region as cited by Hinkle, seems to be a distinction without a difference.]

As a reason for terminating publication of the SCL, members present said Hinkle alleged "It does more harm

than good" and complained about its quality, saying that it had excessive typographical errors.  They said as

an example he pointed to its inconsistent references to the national LP in an article in the May issue as either

"LNC" or "NLC".  He is also reported to have been generally unhappy with some editorial comments and

policies.

[Editor’s note: What a bizarre evaluation considering that 2002 LPC Treasurer and 2003 LPC Secretary Lori

Adasiewicz wrote to Art Tuma, LP Sacramento Chair:   "Santa Clara has a great newsletter if you want an

example." according to an email he sent me asking to see a sample of one of my SCL issues.]
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READER OPINION POLL

What do you the reader think?

Has the SCL been doing:

1.  More harm than good?

2.  More good than harm?

Please answer by clicking on:

----------------->  SCL Poll

  and choosing “1” or “2”

(Continued on page 2)

http://www.lpty.org/Polls/SCL-Poll.html
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BAY AREA REGIONS ASSIST OUTRIGHT

LIBERTARIANS AT S.F. GAY PRIDE EVENT
Reported by Rob Power,  LP SF Vice Chair & Outright SFBA Chair

This year, the LP San Francisco left it to the new

local chapter of  Outright Libertarians to organize

our annual SF LGBT Pride Celebration OPH Booth

and Parade entry. (Political parties are given a hard

time by the Parade organizers due to City Hotel Tax

dollars funding the parade, so instead of the

Democrat, Republican, and Green Parties having

parade entries, it was the Harvey Milk / Toklas

Clubs, the Log Cabins, and the Lavender Greens —

and, this year, Outright Libertarians.) This also had

the added benefit of enabling other region LPs to

participate, since the Outright chapter covers the

nine county Bay Area. East Bay Libertarians

contributed greatly this year, providing the booth

structure and more than a quarter of the volunteers.

The Libertarian candidate for Mayor of San Francisco, Mike Denny, had a

car in the parade, and we had our most successful Pride OPH booth in

years (hundreds took the Quiz, dozens gave us their contact info, and a

couple people joined the Party the same day). As usual, the dots on the

Nolan Chart were evenly spread between Left Liberal and Libertarian,

though some volunteers think Libertarian may have had a higher

percentage this year. We even got coverage in the largest Chinese

newspaper in North America (translation is in a message in our discus-

sion group):

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lpsf-discuss/message/458

Photos of the booth and parade (click the thumbnail in the index, then

click on the 640x480 photo to get a high-resolution version) are available at:

http://www.robpower.com/gallery/pride2k3

The consensus among Excom members in attendance is reported (your editor wasn't in attendance) to have

been that if the SCL's editor is willing to do the work of publishing the newsletter he deserves to be able to

comment and set policies as he sees fit.

Apparently in accepting and debating the motion to terminate publication of the SCL it was overlooked that if

it were to pass, it would have been illegal, because   Section 8 of the LPSCC bylaws says:

"The Newsletter Chair shall be responsible for publication of a newsletter for dissemination of information

about the Party to the members."

Obviously, since the Newsletter Chair was elected by the Party's members to perform this responsibility,

and since the LPSCC's Excom is not empowered to overrule its bylaws, the proposed resolution would not

have been enforceable had it received a majority vote.  Under these circumstances the Chair, if he wished,

could have refused to accept the motion.  Perhaps he didn't have ready access to a copy of the bylaws at the

meeting.

(Continued from page 1)

Chair Ray Strong

Surprisingly accepts

illegal motion
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PUBLICITYDear fellow Libertarian:

I would like you to take a brief poll. It won’t take
you over one minute - I promise.  But before sending
you to vote in the poll, first let me explain why I want you to take it.

As your Publicity Chair I am charged with the responsibility for organizing
efforts which will create awareness of the LP among the public. If you look at
the article in the June Issue of our LPSCC newsletter describing the easiest
ways members can help to accomplish publicizing the Party, you will know
that the biggest outreach and publicity advantage of the county  Libertarian
regions over the state and national LP organizations is proximity to the
voters.   You’ll be aware that local member can put up public signs and can

talk to the public at public meetings or one-on-one, and can hand out literature, about all issues -
national, state and local, and you will know that talking is time and labor intensive while signs are not,
and signs are always legal on vehicles but not on residential property.

As the article says, if you and other Libertarians would display brief-messaged Libertarian signs on
your vehicles that give viewers who like the message a web site to visit for full information, and if the
web address is unique and if visits to it can be counted, we could attract some of the estimated 100,000+
small L libertarians in our county to identify themselves by registering Libertarian. I have been
researching homemade vehicle signs technology that would enable trying and testing various catchy
brief messages (for example, “FREEDOM - Choose It Or Lose It”) with the idea of testing them
on our vehicles to see which attracts the most hits for its exposure. I’ll soon be able to offer the Party
the ability to provide free signs to members who will display them, as the cost will be well within the
Party’s present finances even if all members (but not all reg-lib’ns) will display them.  And if good
results are obtained, it shouldn’t be difficult to persuade members to provide the successful signs to our
county’s 5000 or so registered Libertarians.  If that were to happen, imagine the party’s growth if the
public were frequently seeing a catchy Libertarian message on vehicles all over the county!

But a significant hurdle in the way of reaching this objective is that many Libertarians may not be
willing to display a sign on their vehicle.  I discovered this surprising situation when phoning members
in 1999  to inquire if they’d passed out their free LIFE cards mailed out with the SCL, and also when
occasionally asking some of the Libertarians I  know personally.   They gave me a variety of reasons
and excuses why they don’t want to do it, some of which may be overcome and some insurmountable.
With this in mind, I’ve been researching vehicle signs technologies hoping to be able to offer signs of
various kinds that would overcome the objection of most of the reluctant members. For example, I will
be able to offer cling signs for your vehicle’s back window that can be easily removed and later
replaced if you are going somewhere where you don’t want people to know you’re a Libertarian.  And
there are magnetic signs that can also offer this capability.

The signs technology study is taking a goodly amount of my time, and I’d  like to narrow it down to just
those sign types that would be accepted by the majority of vehicle-sign-reluctant Libertarians. To
determine which sign types these are, I need you’re feedback by means of the aforementioned
poll.

Now that you understand why I need you to take the poll, here is how to go to the poll.  Please click on
the following link or the link in the margin box and go to the bottom of the page where you will find the
9 poll questions:

http://www.lpty.org/p .     [Editor’s note:  this link takes you to same poll as link in yellow margin box]

Thanks for your input on this very very cost-effective means of publicizing the Party!

Best regards, Marv

Marvin B. Rudin
2003 Newsletter & Publicity Chair, & Chair Emeritus

Please
take our
vehicular
signs poll
by clicking
on:

          ■■■■■
and going

to the

bottom of

the page

Marv Rudin, Publicity Chair

http://www.lpty.org/p
http://www.lpty.org/p
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JULY EXCOM MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
Written By Marv Rudin based on Minutes by Mike Laursen

The LPSCC Excom held it’s monthly meeting on July 5th, 2003 at Denny’s Restaurant, 1140

Hillsdale Ave., San Jose, CA   Attending were:  Ray Strong, Mark Hinkle, Dennis Umphress, Mike

Laursen, Zander Collier, Jon Hugdahl, Joe Dehn (who could attend for only a few minutes, so Mike

Laursen acted as Secretary.)

Secretary’s Report:
■■■■■  Joe Dehn reported that as requested by LPC Executive Committee (LPC-EC), he will send the LPC-

EC a copy of our regional bylaws and an account of the good faith effort of the LPSCC-EC to conduct

our last Central Committee convention according to all bylaws.

■■■■■  Joe Dehn reported that his LPSCC website has been switched to a new Internet service provider

and is stable. This was a prerequisite for Joe Dehn to set up editing privileges on the site.  Now he will give the

following editing privileges (which were planned but had to be postponed until the changeover to the new ISP):

■■■■■  Marv Rudin, newsletter section; n  Allen Rice, San Jose section; n  Mike Laursen, Mountain View section

Collier’s Bay Area Libertarian Radio Plan:
■■■■■  Put on agenda for July 10th, 2003 Central Committee meeting.

■■■■■  Mike Laursen and Zander Collier will follow up on other Bay Area regions’ invitations to present the concept at

their meetings.

■■■■■  Zander Collier will e-mail radio advertising rate information to the LPSCC-EC mailing list and the LPSC-Misc

mailing list (see http:// www.dehnbase.org/lpsc/ for information about this mailing list).

■■■■■  Mike Laursen will look into the California Fair Political Practices regulations for 501(c)(3) organizations as part

of evaluating whether it is desirable to set up the radio plan as an independent political action committee.

Political Activities Report By Campaign Chair:
Dennis Umphress reported: n  He has reached several people, but most have said no and a few have said maybe.

■■■■■  Non-partisan filing opens on July 14th, 2003.

■■■■■  The El Camino Hospital district has an opening. Allen Hacker has applied for the position.

n  He has e-mailed San Jose council member Pat Dando to see if there is any chance she would want to run as a

Libertarian. He has received no response.

■■■■■  The LPSCC-EC adopted a resolution to endorse the “Resolution in Support of Real and Long-Lasting Solutions to

the State’s Budget Crisis” authored by the Reason Public Policy Institute (see http://www.rppi.org/endorse.pdf ).

 The LPSCC-EC suggests that Marv issue a press release.

■■■■■  The LPSCC-EC unanimously adopted a resolution to support AB1039, “The Local Electoral Freedom Bill” (see

http://cagreens.org/grow/flyers/AB1039.pdf ).

■■■■■  The LPSCC-EC suggests that Marv issue a press release.

■■■■■  Dennis Umphress will notify Ed Teyssier, who proposed that the LPSCC-EC adopt the resolution, that the LPSCC-

EC has adopted the resolution.

■■■■■  Candidate Petition in Lieu Download Instruction:  Dennis Umphress reported that he has worked out with

Newsletter Chair, Marv Rudin, a plan to include in the August newsletter, which is mailed, a story with instructions

on how to download from our website and fill in a “Petition in Lieu of Filing Fee” for each candidate we have.

Proposal to Terminate SCL Newsletter:
■■■■■  Mark Hinkle moved that we cease publication of the Santa Clara Libertarian newsletter. The motion was

defeated. [Editors note: see article on page 1 of this issue.].

Planning For The 3rd Quarter Central Committee Meeting Agenda:
■■■■■   Radio Plan, ■■■■■   Candidate Recruitment, ■■■■■   Ratification of Mike Laursen appointment as Second Alternate

Representative to the LPC Executive Committee, ■■■■■   Report on resolution against the PATRIOT acts, ■■■■■   Filling empty

LPSCC-EC offices, ■■■■■   Joe Dehn to post a notice about the July 10th Central Committee (CC) meeting on the LPSCC

website.

Summer Activity Budget
■■■■■  The LPSCC-EC authorized Zander Collier to spend up to $500 for a summer event (or events), including cost of

mailing an announcement if necessary.

Mike Laursen

Dennis Umphress

Zander Collier
will get radio

rates
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 3RD LPSCC CENTRAL

COMMITTEE  MEETING  OF 2003
Written By Marv Rudin based on Minutes by Mike Laursen
The LPSCC Central Committee’s 2003 third quarterly business meeting was held
at a long time traditional venue, Coco’s Restaurant at Lawrence Expressway and
Oakmead Parkway in Sunnyvale on July 10th.  With about 20 members attending -
15 is a quorum for ordinary business, discussion, announcements, and voting on
resolutions and other party business needing a vote occurred, California Freedom
Editor, Elizabeth Brierly shot press photos, and  two infrequent attendees, Jerry
Mungai and Nicholas LaPorta, were present.

Chair Ray Strong presided. Secretary Joe Dehn was absent; Mike Laursen
volunteered to do the minutes and was appointed as acting Secretary.

Activities Planning:  Activities Chair Zander Collier said he was contemplating
an LPSCC outing at a San Jose Giants baseball game as the annual social
activity, and asked for an advisory show of hands of those who would attend,
with roughly half responding affirmatively.

Confirming 3rd LPC Rep:  Jon Hugdahl moved that Mike Laursen be ratified as
Second Alternate Representative to the Libertarian Party of California
Executive Committee and it passed without dissent by voice vote.

Zander’s Radio Plan:  Zander Collier presented an overview of the Radio Plan concept, which would broadcast
ads comprised of brief statements by LP candidates giving a Libertarian view on topics of interest to the
general public.  He said his plan to date was written as a computer file lighthouse.doc, which the Chair asked
be put on the LPSCC website.

Candidate Recruitment:  Dennis Umphress reported on the status of candidate recruitment for upcoming
campaigns; and explained that we will be making “Petition in Lieu of Filing Fee” petitions for our candidates
available for downloading from the LPSCC website, and publish instructions in the LPSCC newsletter.

Ballot Success:  Ray Strong reported that four school tax measures which LPSCC-EC members
submitted ballot arguments against were defeated.

Excom Vacancies: Ray Strong asked for volunteers who may be interested in filling the vacant Vice Chair and
Local Organizing Chair offices on the LPSCC Executive Committee. Two possible volunteers - Allen Hacker
and Al Newman stepped forward.

 Membership: He said LPSCC membership is continuing to shrink and invited debate as to the
cause and what to do about it and then proceeded to give his theory, which is that the LP needs
an improved national platform to attract people, one that would effectively counter Bush’s
“spreading democracy by preemptive wars” program.  He saw the neocons Wolfowitz & Kristol -
who guided Bush on the preemptive war policy which is now popular with Americans - as a
problem.  He said around the world, the winning culture is now free market capitalism, and a
desperate response to this success causes other cultures to strike out, independent of
administrations in the White House.  In connection with how to grow the party, he mentioned
that an LP donor in Orange County has offered to pay for Libertarian college clubs in any region
in California for which a volunteer steps forward to administer as college rep.

Resolution On AB1039 - Alternate Election Methods:  The following resolution proposed by
Treasurer Jon Hugdahl with amendment by Scott Lieberman, was passed:  “Whereas seeking
alternative voting methods to streamline the electoral process while saving communities dwindling tax
dollars, and “Whereas AB 1039 allows municipalities to enact alternative election methods, including Instant

(Continued on page 6)

Jerry Mungai & Al Newman

Elizabeth Brierly & Gary Molle on
break from her photo taking for
California Freedom
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PUBLICITY
Stories about local Libertarians publicizing the party

LIEBERMAN AND HICKEY ON

DON CORMIER’S RADIO SHOW
Reported by Marv Rudin

On July 23rd local Libertarian office holders Scott Lieberman and Jack Hickey

appeared on Libertarian Don Cormier’s pre-8 AM radio show, “Free and Clear” on KKUP

(91.5 FM).  Lieberman, who is Chairman of the San Jose Rent Control Board spoke and

fielded question on rent control policies in San Jose.  Hickey, who ran and was elected

to the Sequoia Healthcare District  Board of Directors last year as a Libertarian

“watchdog” on district spending and justification for existence, spoke and fielded

questions on the excessive and unneeded activities of the board.  In addition to his

board office, he continues as Chair of the San Mateo County Libertarian Party, which

he’s been for several years, and is also none of two LP candidates running for CA

governor.

Host Cormier, who shares hosting the Free and Clear show with

Reform Party politician Valli Sharpe-Geisler, and liberal Democrat

Yolanda Reynolds,  said  his two Libertarian guests engaged in a lively

discussion with him and his two co-hosts and drew a number of calls.

He said it came out that “the S.J. Rent Control Board doesn’t have a

great impact because it only has jurisdiction over pre-1972

constructed rental units, which constitute just a quarter of all S.J. rentals.”  He said

Hickey said he “ran on a platform of a Libertarian wanting to  eliminate waste by

closing down the district;” and although a minority of one, he has pushed for and

gotten pre-announced and open meetings so citizens could attend, which was not

happening previously.  Cormier said that although the subject matter was on the

guests’ offices “Libertarian” was mentioned frequently.

Jack Hickey

Scott Lieberman
Don Cormier

Free & Clear

Hosts Yolanda Reynolds, DonCormier, Valle-Sharpe Geisler

(CC Meeting - Continued from page 5)

THREE LIBERTARIAN TALK SHOW HOSTS GO
Reported by Scott Lieberman

In July, Neal Boortz, Larry Elder, and Lionel were removed from the KNEW radio lineup.  All 3 are libertarians.  Given

the small number of talk radio stations in this area, most of these hosts are not going to be picked up by another San

Francisco area station.  Of the three, I think Neal Boortz is the most enjoyable to listen to.

If you would like to see Neal Boortz remain on the air on a San Francisco  station, I suggest you write to KSFO.   They

just lost Michael Savage, and are currently running repeat hours of Sean Hannity to fill the time.  They could easily

work Neal Boortz into their schedule.  I suggest you write to the following person and ask for Boortz:

Jack Swanson, KSFO

900 Front St.

San Francisco, CA  94111

Runoff Voting and Proportional Representation;
Therefore ”Be It Resolved that the Libertarian Party
of Santa Clara County endorses and actively supports
AB 1039, the Local Electoral Freedom Bill.”

Announcements:  Al Newman announced a Free
Enterprise  Society event on Aug 16-17.  Contact him
at al.notaxnewman@juno.com; Allen Hacker
announced a recent watershed Tax Court ruling -
audio recording  of hearings is now OK (IRS hadn’t
allowed in past).  He said this can void past untaped
hearings if taxpayer claims he tried to tape and was
denied.
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OPINIONS
Share your thoughts on making our party more successful and
advancing the individual freedom with responsibility movement

Santa Clara Libertarian

 Schedule of Publication to Year End

COVERAGE PERIOD FINAL EDIT      PUBLICATION

August Issue: September 14th, printed & bulk mailed September 22nd

September Issue: October 19th, on web site October 21st

October Issue: November 23rd, on web site November 25th

November  Issue: December 13th, printed & bulk mailed December 20th

December Issue January 4th on web site January 6th

(1) For regular notice at time of publication, say “SCL notice” to rudin@lpty.org

(2) All 1998 to 2003 monthly issues are online at  http://www.lpty.org/sclnews/

COMING EVENTS...

Central Committee Meetings:   Next on October 10th (location yet to be decided)

Executive Committee Meetings:   Normally 1st Saturday of month, 10:00am

          Usually at Rosegarden Library, Naglee & Dana Avenues, San Jose

Speakers Meetings:   2nd Thursday in months without central committee meeting

           Cocos Restaurant, Sunnyvale (Oakmead Parkway & Lawrence Expressway)

             Next speakers meeting: Thursday 11 Sept.   7pm for dinner, meeting at 8pm

Randal O’toole Debate:   Sept. 11th, 5:30 - 7:30 pm,  at Trinity Episcopal Cathedral  81 N. 2nd St., San Jose

           Co-panelist: Laurel Prevetti - Deputy Director of Planning, City of San Jose

The Greens are very much involved in promoting the IRV system. They realize that the current system of two major

parties and plurality voting makes any third party subject to the label "Spoiler". The Greens are active in lobbying city,

county, and state officials to promote IRV and move it forward. Unfortunately they want to push campaign finance

reform as well.

 Norm Nelson

ON EL CAMINO HOSPITAL BOND MEASURE
We’re FOR: the state letting hospitals compete on their own and not

mandating updates.  Let the best hospital win.

We’re FOR: well run hospitals who plan their necessary upgrades like any

business should (of course they don’t want their roof to cave in and kill

their customers any more than any business would)

We’re FOR: privatization of health care, so people get to choose their own doctors, hospitals, medicines, etc.

We’re AGAINST: the costly method of borrowing as a way to fund expenses, and the forcible nature of the inevitable

taxing when needing to pay off those debts.

If I had a choice between radio advertising, or distributing a tabloid in a local newspaper, like the Mercury News or

Metro, I would prefer to distribute Libertarian Viewpoint.  I think the return on investment would be much higher.

Scott Lieberman

NEWS BRIEFS ON TOPICS OF LOCAL LP INTEREST
Reported By Marv Rudin

�  Dennis Umphress started collecting signatures for Hickey for CA Governor, saying “I am helping Jack Hickey

collect signatures here in Santa Clara County.   Jack is one of our candidates to replace Davis as governor. To

download a “Petition In Lieu of

Filing Fee” go to http://

users.cwnet.com/jackhick/  .

Each signature we collect saves

Jack $23.33 in filing fees.

Money that won’t be paid to the

state.

� The SC County Board of

Supervisors approved a

Citizens' Oversight Committee

for electronic voting -- no

Libertarians were invited to be

on the 7 member committee.

� Unpublished LTE Sent to Chronicle:  "Scott Holleran is right.  The Republicans, with their anti-sin laws, are not for

individual rights anymore.  But neither are the Democrats with their tax-and-spend stealing of people's earnings and their

gun control laws that deny individuals a reliable means to defend themselves.  Only the Libertarians stand for everyone's

individual rights to do what they want as long as

they don't harm others.  Marv Rudin  Sunnyvale

� Noted by Mike Laursen in SJ Mercury News:

“San Jose is still running its drive-by blight
patrols even as the State is cutting
redevelopment funding:  :  ‘Most code
enforcement responses are complaint-
driven. But the Driveway Team is ‘so much
more effective and efficient,’ said Mollie
McLeod, a five-year veteran inspector out
on a sweep last week with supervisor Diane
Buchanan through the Edenvale/Great
Oaks area of South San Jose.’ “

Elizabeth Brierly



Santa  Clara
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Officers:

Chair Ray Strong (408) 268-1496 hrstrong@hotmail.com
Vice Chair Allen Hacker (650) 964-4488 allen@lawfulgov.org
Secretary Joe Dehn (650) 858-1842 jwd3@dehnbase.org
Treasurer Jon Hugdahl (650) 965-3744 jon@NoMoreTax.us
Membership Randy Overbeck (408) 732-3254 charlesoverbeck@mac.com
Campaign Dennis Umphress (408) 269-7432 dmumphress@hotmail.com
Publicity Marv Rudin 408-978-0866 rudin@lpty.org
Fundraising Mike Laursen 650-969-2368 LP@laursen.org
Activities Zander Collier (408) 369-1866 zcollier@mailblocks.com
Newsletter Marv Rudin (408) 736-5626 rudin@lpty.org
Local Organizing
Outreach Events Al Newman
State ExCom Rep Mark Hinkle (408) 778-2444 mark@garlic.com
Alt ExCom Rep Joe Dehn (650) 858-1842 jwd3@dehnbase.org
2nd Alt ExCom Rep Mike Laursen 650-969-2368 LP@laursen.org

Judicial Catherine Brown Kennita Watson Elizabeth Brierly
Committee kennita@kennita.com ElizabethB@netgate.net

(408) 723-8711 (408) 733-7773 (408) 272-3191

      This is the publication of the Libertarian Party of Santa Clara County, a non-profit
political organization.

EDITOR’S NOTE:
Had a Libertarian outreach
experience?

Converted someone?

Tell it to the editor!

Email or phone Newsletter
Editor (see # at right)

US mail:
651 Princeton Drive,
Sunnyvale, CA  94087

Membership Application

o $25     Basic ................................ ________

o $100   Sustaining ........................ ________

o $250   Sponsor ........................... ________

o $500   Patron............................... ________

o $1000   Life.................................. ________

Plus an additional contribution to the LPSCC:

o Monthly pledge ........................... ________

o One-time donation ..................... ________

Total: ............................................... ________

Payment Method:
o Check payable to: Libertarian Party

o VISA  or  Master Card   or
    Discovery or E-Gold  (circle one)

Credit Card #:   _______________________

Expiration Date:   _____________________

Cardholder Name: ____________________

Signature:  _______________________ _

�  New �  Renew

P.O. Box 60171    Sunnyvale, CA 94088-0171

Please Print:

Name: _____________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________

City/State/Zip: _______________________________________

Phone:  ___________________           E-mail:  ___________________

The Libertarian Party is the party of principle. To assure and affirm
that our party never strays from its principles, we request our members
to sign the pledge below.  (Non-signers cannot vote on party business).

I hereby certify that I do not believe in or advocate the initiation
of force as a means of achieving political or social goals.

Signature: __________________________________________

THE LIBERTARIAN
PARTY

of Santa Clara County


